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Abstract. Collaboration and social networking are increasingly important for academics, yet
identifying relevant collaborators requires remarkable effort. While there are various networking
services optimized for seeking similarities between the users, the scholarly motive of producing new
knowledge calls for assistance in identifying people with complementary qualities. However, there
is little empirical understanding of how academics perceive relevance, complementarity, and diver-
sity of individuals in their profession and how these concepts can be optimally embedded in social
matching systems. This paper aims to support the development of diversity-enhancing people rec-
ommender systems by exploring senior researchers’ perceptions of recommended other scholars at
different levels on a similar–different continuum. To conduct the study, we built a recommender sys-
tem based on topic modeling of scholars’ publications in the DBLP computer science bibliography.
A study of 18 senior researchers comprised a controlled experiment and semi-structured interview-
ing, focusing on their subjective perceptions regarding relevance, similarity, and familiarity of the
given recommendations, as well as participants’ readiness to interact with the recommended people.
The study implies that the homophily bias (behavioral tendency to select similar others) is strong
despite the recognized need for complementarity. While the experiment indicated consistent and
significant differences between the perceived relevance of most similar vs. other levels, the inter-
view results imply that the evaluation of the relevance of people recommendations is complex and
multifaceted. Despite the inherent bias in selection, the participants could identify highly interesting
collaboration opportunities on all levels of similarity.

Key words: People recommender systems, Social matching applications, Expert search, Homophily,
Diversity, Research collaboration, Social networking, Bibliography data analysis

1. Introduction

In scholarly work, collaboration has become a normative form of knowledge pro-
duction. Researchers across the social sciences broadly concur that collaboration
is the best path to solving complex problems and achieving exceptional results
(Frydlinger et al. 2013). Collaboration is promoted as a means of cultivating qual-
ity, enhanced resource utilization, and high impact (Hsiehchen et al. 2015). In
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science and patenting, a substantial shift toward collective work has been found
across scientific disciplines and business domains (Wuchty et al. 2007; Börner
et al. 2010). In academic research, collaboration takes place on a dyadic level
between individuals, amongst research teams, as well as within international con-
sortia. However, identifying new suitable candidates for academic collaboration
requires high investment in social networking, and the disciplinary structures can
prevent unexpected combinations of individuals.
Following this trend of the increasing importance of collaboration, supporting

social networking and encouraging new social encounters have become central
design goals in the HCI & CSCW communities. Prior research on so-called social
matching (Terveen and McDonald 2005) has particularly looked into people rec-
ommender systems (Tsai and Brusilovsky 2016; Guy and Pizzato 2016) and
opportunistic matching applications (Mayer et al. 2015a; Mayer et al. 2016) that
aim to enable identification of new relevant connections, some of them employing
playful approaches and gamification (Paasovaara et al. 2016). There are also pro-
totypes of people recommender systems that specifically aim to match scholars:
for instance, expert finding systems (Vassileva et al. 2003; Beham et al. 2010),
or event-based mobile applications like ‘Find & Connect’ developed by Chin
et al. (2014) and experimented at the UbiComp 2011 conference. Considering the
rich publication data available in online repositories, prior research has looked
into bibliography analysis methods for recommender systems, e.g., DBLP1-based
systems for researchers (Zaiane et al. 2007).
However, the majority of professional matching systems tend to utilize a

similarity-maximizing approach, providing recommendations of like-minded oth-
ers with similar interests. In this regard, Yuan and Gay (2006) deliberate that
homogeneity produces both positive and negative effects on interpersonal com-
munication, community formation, and knowledge work – “homophily not only
unifies, it also divides a network”. On the one hand, collaboration within a group
of people with shared interests can contribute to a safe and trustworthy work envi-
ronment, enabling cohesive team spirit and ease of communication. On the other
hand, it has been found that researching and cooperating with diverse individu-
als is essential in tasks that aim to create new knowledge (Mollica et al. 2003).
Prior work emphasizes that an insightful dialogue between diverse actors can
build social capital (Burt 2017) by increasing awareness about external knowl-
edge groups and bridging polarized intellectual communities towards abounding
knowledge sharing and idea creation (Argote and Ophir 2002). While research on
diversifying item recommendations (Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin 2015; Castells
et al. 2015) is gaining interest, few attempts have been made to match people
based on diversity (Rajagopal et al. 2017).
Additionally, the evaluation of people recommender systems and matching

applications is geared toward the assessment of algorithm effectiveness, with little
focus on user perceptions. Although there is well-established research on user-
centered evaluation of content recommender systems (Knijnenburg et al. 2012;
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Pu et al. 2011), the choice of potential collaborators is significantly different and,
therefore, requires contextually operationalized evaluation metrics. Considering
the diverse needs of scholars, it is essential to pay attention to subjective percep-
tions regarding the recommended people and carefully conceptualize factors such
as perceived relevance and willingness to follow-up on the recommendations.
To enable the gathering of such data, we developed a simple DBLP-based people

recommender system that provides the user with recommendations of other schol-
ars from three different levels of similarity regarding their publication history –
low, moderate and high. With a user study that combines a controlled experiment
and semi-structured interviewing, we address the following research questions:
(RQ1)What level of measured similarity of publication history is preferred in recom-
mendations of potential collaborators? (RQ2) What specific needs and expecta-
tions scholars have in regard to seeking professional collaboration?
The findings reveal an intriguing mismatch between scholars’ intuitive behavior

and deliberate intentions regarding potential academic collaboration. While the quan-
titative results demonstrate participants’ general preference to most similar recom-
mended people, the interview data brings up a variety of scholars’ needs for connect-
ing with cross-disciplinary and diverse people. Thus, the nature of the collaboration
task might influence the perceived relevance of potential candidates, for example,
regarding the complementarity of professional roles, skills, and expertise.
The contribution of this work is two-fold: (i) providing empirical findings

on subjective perceptions of people recommendation relevance in the context
of potential academic partnering, and (ii) presenting the qualitative account of
academics’ needs in collaboration and factors that might affect their decision
in choosing partners. Furthermore, as a methodological contribution, we oper-
ationalize measures for subjective opinions on people recommendations in the
context of professional academic collaboration.

2. Related work

While various disciplines have studied scientific collaboration in different ways, a
general consensus is that collaboration is imperative for effective knowledge pro-
duction. Bozeman et al. (2013) note that research collaboration is often limited
to the notion of co-authorship, and criticize the assumption that cooperation is
undoubtedly resulting in a knowledge product (e.g., scientific paper). In this arti-
cle, we approach scholarly partnering practices, which are beyond co-authorship,
and do not require an explicit valuable outcome. In fact, Bozeman and Corley
(2004) define key motives for scientific collaboration and propose that the selec-
tion of collaborators can be driven by: (i) work ethic attribution and schedule
compliance; (ii) shared nationality; (iii) need to mentor junior researchers; (iv)
administration request or high reputation; (v) preceding collaboration experience,
its quality and personality chemistry; (vi) complementarity of skills. Consider-
ing this breadth, in this article we adopt the broad definition by Bozeman et al.
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(2013): “collaboration is a social process whereby human beings pool their
human capital for the objective of producing knowledge.”
To emphasize novelty of our contribution and the research gap we cover

the following topics. First, we discuss research on supporting social interaction
and collaboration in the general context of conferences and introduce works on
bibliography-based recommender systems. Then, we deliberate on the concepts of
similarity and diversity. Finally, we provide an overview of existing user-centered
evaluation metrics in recommender systems.

2.1. Computational support for matching scholars

Supporting experts finding is one of the crucial CSCW design goals to facilitate
collaborative knowledge creation and dissemination (Ackerman and McDonald
1996). Over the last two decades, systems for supporting the conference experi-
ence have expanded from increasing people’s awareness of necessary information
at the venue (e.g., schedule and contents) to facilitating social encounters, for
example arranging meetings (Nishibe et al. 1998) and general enhancement of
attendee interaction with the environment and other people (Dey et al. 1999). One
reasonably common approach relates to location and proximity-based services for
finding relevant connections (Kawakita et al. 2004; Cox et al. 2003). For instance,
‘Find &Connect’, a social networking mobile application developed by Chin et al.
(2014) and experimented during the UbiComp 2011 conference, aims to provide
the users with social recommendations based on physical proximity and similarity
of interests. The results of the work reveal that users preferred acting on famil-
iar recommended people or friends-of-friends, as well as those who have similar
research interests.
There are also generic, platform-like services designed to help the attendees

meet new people with shared interests (Zenk et al. 2014). An example of such
tool is ‘Confer’ (Zhang et al. 2016) which has been tested and deployed in
several HCI conferences. ‘Conference Navigator’ is another example and has
gradually acquired new features and functions (Farzan and Brusilovsky 2007;
Wongchokprasitti et al. 2010; Parra et al. 2012). For instance, the most recent ver-
sion (Brusilovsky et al. 2017) – ‘Conference Navigator 3’ – is a community-based
recommender system that by utilizing content-based and tag-based analysis meth-
ods provide the user with personalized suggestions about people and contents of
a conference. The user can explore their research community through interac-
tive social network visualization and connect with similar experts either before or
during an event.
Another recent research proposes so-called ‘Adaptive Conference Compan-

ion’ (Arens-Volland and Naudet 2016) – a mobile application that aims to deliver
personalized guidance for attendees of academic events. In addition to utilizing
conference data and explicit user input, authors enhance profiling and match-
making mechanism by extracting bibliographic database (DBLP, GoogleScholar)
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and social media channels (LinkedIn, ResearchGate and MyScienceWork). They
applied a term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)2 algorithm (Beel
et al. 2016) for recommending most similar people and sessions in the scope
of users’ interests. The authors speculate that the majority of participants in the
experiment were well-prepared for the conference and already had their schedule
which matched with recommendation predictions of relevant content. Unfortu-
nately, the authors did not discuss the effectiveness of a system from the social
networking perspective, i.e., how people reacted to and perceived the relevance of
people recommendations.
Another vein of research relates to recommending academic collaborations by

utilizing bibliography data and social networks analysis and, thus, suggesting can-
didates with similar research interests. For instance, Kong et al. (2016) utilized
topic clustering model to retrieve academic domains, calculate authors’ features,
and analyze academic collaboration networks. Another group of researchers (Li
et al. 2014) explored co-authorship networks to identify relevant collaborators
with an already existing academic tie. They observed that scholars’ relationships
are more complicated in a real-world setting and suggested that future work
should go beyond existing co-authorship networks and consider matching people
without established connections. Most recently, Hoang et al. (2017) proposes a
new approach to calculate similarity with deep learning and experiment on DBLP
and WiKiCFP databases. Sie et al. (2012) designed a system for recommending
future co-authors that utilizes co-authorship network and topic similarity aspects
in the matching mechanisms. They tested researchers preferences regarding exist-
ing co-authors vs. new potential candidates with a light-weight user study by
asking the participants to rate each recommendation on a scale from one to ten.
The findings revealed that participants prefer existing connections with whom
collaboration has been already established.
To summarize, the prior work displays a diversity of research and develop-

ment of people recommender services for scholars with a particular focus on
analyzing human-generated content and publishing history. The literature on algo-
rithmic approaches indicates that bibliographical data sets can serve as a valid
data source for identifying and recommending social connections. The algorith-
mic choices encouraged us to approach the area with specific topic modeling
methods (TF-IDF) and to analyze the cosine distance3 (Li and Han 2013) between
the authors. Although there is apparent interest in creating services for academic
partnering, the primary contribution of preceding research lies in the design of
new matching mechanisms and algorithms. The evaluation of such systems, thus,
is focused on testing the quality criterion of prediction accuracy and little atten-
tion is paid to the subjective perceptions of recommendation usefulness and user’s
intention to follow-up on those. In this article, we experiment on content-based
similarity-difference dimensions and specifically focus on the human-centered
and subjective evaluation of perceived relevance and related variables.
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2.2. Concepts of similarity and diversity

Our approach of diversity-enhancing people recommender systems is founded
on the relatively strong consensus that fruitful collaboration and high innovation
capability result from complementary viewpoints among a diverse group of actors
(Mitchell and Nicholas 2006). Rodan and Galunic (2004) imply that heteroge-
neous knowledge is of high importance to both overall managerial performance
and particularly to innovation performance. However, the factual value of diver-
sity and how it should exactly manifest remain unclear. Despite the extensive
literature, the role of both similarity and diversity (as opposite ends of a con-
tinuum), particularly in the decision-making of choosing academic collaborators,
requires more research, as will be shown in what follows.
The related work discussed in the previous subsection demonstrates a tendency of

utilizing similarity-maximizing approaches for recommending content and con-
nections, thus amplifying the effects of homophily bias. The concept of homophily
has caught the attention of researchers, primarily in social psychology (Lazars-
feld and Merton 1954; Marsden 1987; Moody 2001), as the phenomenon of
individuals’ natural preference to interact with similar-minded people who share
socio-cultural traits. In CSCW and HCI research, homophily has been addressed,
for instance, as a predictive and influential factor of online behavior in content
preferences (Chang et al. 2014), and audience attraction on social media (Sharma
and Cosley 2016). Another vein of research focuses on studying diversity in
terms of human, relational and intellectual capital within global organizations to
design features that support online communities in collaborative tasks (Muller
et al. 2012). Researchers and developers seem to have adopted the similarity-
maximizing approach from item recommender systems, using metrics of similar-
ity as the proxy for relevance also in matching peers within organizations (Guy
et al. 2010) and scholars in the context of academic collaboration (Heck 2013).
Although homophily might strengthen existing communities, it does not

encourage the creation of new ties to further away in the global social network.
Some researchers propose that such mechanisms directly lead to the formation
of echo chambers that are detrimental to information flow, innovation, and cre-
ativity (Jasny et al. 2015; Bessi 2016). Echo chambers have received critique
particularly with respect to social media services that divide the user community
into camps of different opinions and thus increase polarization in the society (Li
et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2014).
At the same time, organizational studies have identified that also diversity can

have negative influences on collaborative activities, such as information exchange
and decision-making (Graves and Elsass 2005; Hobman et al. 2004). An extensive
review (Mannix and Neale 2005) concludes that social differences (i.e., surface-
level), such as race and gender, indeed tend to have adverse effects on the ability
of groups to function effectively, whereas more profound cognitive dissimilarities,
such as differences in expertise or personality, are more often positively related to
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team performance. In other words, diversity is strongly linked to the concept of
identity, which can make the introduction of diversity challenging in established
work cultures.
Following the above mentioned, CSCW research has investigated whether it is

possible to overcome the adverse effects of dissimilarities in teams to provoke
creativity and productivity. For instance, Dong et al. (2016) found that commit-
ment to a common cause, such as shared goals of the work, bring people together
despite cultural differences. Similarly, but from a broader perspective, Ye and
Robert Jr. (2017) revealed that collectivism (over individualism) makes people
more tolerant to differences in terms of personal values, working styles, skills,
and general abilities, thus, embracing individual creativity and work satisfaction.
Besides, Rajagopal et al. (2017) investigated how to match peers with dissimilar
opinions. The findings demonstrated that matching people with different interpre-
tations of shared interests is more effective in producing positive experiences of
breakdown.
Overall, the literature on diversity and homophily contains interesting contra-

dictions, which calls for further empirical research on various forms of similarity
or diversity in different types of collaboration. To this end, we seek to uncover
how the two concepts are interlinked particularly in the assessment of the
relevance of potential scholarly collaborators.

2.3. User-centered evaluation criteria for recommender systems

Historically, research on recommender system has primarily focused on the design
of algorithms, underlying the assumption that better algorithms results in bet-
ter user experience with the systems. Pu et al. (2012) challenges this premise
by providing conceptual observation and guidelines on the evaluation criteria for
recommender systems. They explicitly emphasize the importance of the user’s
perception regarding the system qualities. We summarize existing conceptualiza-
tions of the recommendation quality as follows: (i) perceived accuracy (Pu et al.
2011) – how well recommendations match with users interests defines the trust
towards the systems; (ii) familiarity (Sinha and Swearingen 2002) – presence of
familiar items increase trust towards the system; (iii) novelty (Castells et al. 2015)
– unexpectedness of received recommendations can affect perceived usefulness
of the system; (iv) diversity (Nguyen et al. 2014) – receiving diverse items lessens
filter bubble thus increasing users’ satisfaction and, as a consequence, perceived
accuracy of the system.
Knijnenburg et al. (2012) also provide a framework for the user-centered evalu-

ation of recommender systems that extends the system accuracy metric with other
relevant measures. For instance, the authors observe correlations between con-
cepts, such as perceived recommendation quality (relevance), choice satisfaction,
variety, diversity, effectiveness, and accuracy along with personal characteristics
of the user (e.g., trust towards ICT).
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To sum up, these types of evaluation criteria focus on subjective user percep-
tions’ in the evaluation of objective aspects of the system. In this article, we do not
question the effectiveness of the designed system and its elements, but rather focus
on investigating scholars’ attitudes towards the recommended people as potential
collaborators. The evaluation criteria proposed by the prior research has proven
to be effective in the assessment of item recommender systems. In contrast, as
objects of recommendation, human individuals contain much more diverse fea-
tures that influence the evaluation. When assisting people in choosing potential
collaborators, the subjective perception of relevance might have various facets
and be determined by the need or task for partnering, and, therefore, the metrics
should be operationalized accordingly. In this article, we approach relevance crite-
ria with the temporal aspect (i.e., from the perspective of past vs. current research
interests), as well as from the perspective of potential collaborative activities with
the recommendations.

3. System design

In this section, we first explicate the choice of the data source used for the design
of the recommendation algorithm. Next, we outline the data cleaning process and
analysis and, finally, describe the user interface developed for the experiment.

3.1. Data source, data cleaning, and analysis

We designed a content-based people recommender system using DBLP, an open
bibliographic database of publications records from the majority of Computer
Science conferences and journals. The DBLP dataset is a substantial plain ASCII
XML file.4 The metadata for each record contains more than necessary details for
the study and, therefore, requires multiple cleaning procedures.
In the first step, the XML file was parsed using the ‘xml.sax’5 package target-

ing on the following tags: article, inproceedings, proceedings, book, incollection,
phdthesis, mastersthesis, and www. Then, from the parsed XML file, we extracted
5,847,090 records that consist only of titles, co-authors, publishing years and
venues. Next, in the resulted subset we cleaned the titles of publications follow-
ing three steps: (i) converting letters to lowercase, (ii) removing the English stop
words with ‘nltk.corpus.stopwords’6 function, (iii) removing the digital strings.
The people recommender system runs on the subset of the parsed 5,847,090

records and depends on the input of publication venues of a given user (partic-
ipant of the study). The detailed data analysis is demonstrated in Figure 1. For
a participant, top venues of their publications are given (see step 1 in Figure 1).
Then a subset of records is extracted from the parsed DBLP dataset by only those
publication venues (step 2). All the titles in the subset records are cleaned as
described previously and aggregated to form the corpus profile for each author
ever published in those venues (step 3). Those authors who have less than three
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1. Data source and Input
Dataset (DBLP)

(Author, Title, Year, 
Conference)

Record 1
Record 2
Record n

INPUT
Participant Name

Participant 1

Participant 20

Conference Name
Conference 1
Conference n

Conference 1
Conference n
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Medium distance recom. (R4, R5, R6)
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7. Co-Authors Network

Filter out co-authors

2. Extract target conference(s) 
records for Participants

Conference 1
(Author (s), Title)

Record 1
Record 2
Record m

Conference n
(Author (s), Title)

Record 1
Record 2
Record m

3.

Conference 1
(Author, Content)

Record 1
Record m

Conference n
(Author, Content)

Record 1
Record m

4. Run TF-IDF
TF-IDF

Feature Vector
Record 1
Record k

5. Sorting Cosine Distances for Participants
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Distance 1
Distance i
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Distance 1
Distance i

6. OTSU Filter to identify 
recommendations 

of low, medium and high distances 

0.0
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End of low 
distance
Mid Point
Start of 
high distance

Figure 1. Overview of the DBLP data analysis process to produce people recommendations.

publications in recent five years are filtered out to improve the quality of recom-
mendations. Next, we tokenize the corpus and build the vocabulary with the words
that only appear once or show up in more than 95% of the author corpus profiles
using ‘CountVectorizer()’ function from scikit-learn.7

After corpus tokenization, TF-IDF is applied to the profile model to form fea-
ture vectors for each author (step 4). Next, we compute the cosine distances
between the given participant and the other authors in the subset records regarding
them (step 5). As it is more intuitive to indicate the close distance with a smaller
number, we use cosine distance to represent the similarity between two authors.
Accordingly, the closest, or the most similar author to a participant will have the
smallest cosine distance.
To validate the participants’ preferences on similarity-difference continuum

during the user study, we decided to deliver recommendations in the form of three
groups of controlled distances – low (high similarity), medium (moderate sim-
ilar) and high (low similarity). To automatically separate recommendations into
such groups, the cosine distances between a participant and the other authors
are sorted first, and then the OTSU filter (Otsu 1979) is employed to detect the
boundaries between each group (step 6). The OTSU filter calculates the optimum
threshold separating the two groups so that their intra-class variance is minimal.
As the distribution of the cosine distances follows the power law, we implement
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the OTSU filter twice. In the first round, we apply it to the whole sorted cosine
distances to detect the boundary between the low distance group and the rest. In
the second round, we apply the OTSU filter on the rest without the low distance
group to divide medium and high distances groups. Finally, three recommenda-
tions that have no co-authorship with the given participant (step 7) and published
in the same venues are picked from each distance group as the final output, thus
delivering nine recommendations in total (step 8).

3.2. User interface

A single-page web application was deployed in Firebase development platform.8

Figure 2 illustrates the User Interface (UI) view with personalized recommen-
dations in the form of a carousel-based list. The UI visualizes all information
about authors, which DBLP data set allows to extract: full name, research topics,
the list of co-authors, and recent publications. Each section of the UI is expand-
able if there is additional content available. The publication list represents only
works from conferences where both the recommended person and the participant
of the experiment have published in. Accordingly, the list of co-authors is taken
from those publications only. The topics were generated through bigram anal-
ysis on the corpus profiles of each recommended person. We first generate the
bigram word pairs using NLTK ‘bigram’ function on all the corpus. Next, we use
‘nltk.ConditionalFreqDist’ to calculate the occurrence of other words by giving
a certain word in the corpus. For example, in a bigram word pairs for a word
‘social,’ the word ‘media’ may appear 20 times, while the word ‘compute’ may
appear zero times. Then, to generate the authors’ topics, the bigram word pairs are

Research topics
Recommendation 1 Full name

Social Recommendations for The Participant 1

Co-author 1 Co-author 2 Co-author 3 Co-author 4 Co-author 5 Co-author 6

Topic 1

Topic 6

Topic 2

Topic 7

Topic 3

Topic 8

Topic 4 Topic 5

Co-authors 8

Recent publications

Authors. Publication 1 title. Year, Venue

Authors. Publication 2 title. Year, Venue

Authors. Publication 3 title. Year, Venue

8

Figure 2. The UI presented to the participant (here with anonymized recommendation).
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created from their corpus. After that, we check the conditional frequency of the
second word regarding the first word in each pair. If the frequency is equal to or
higher than ten (10), we pick this bigram word pair as one of the authors’ topics.

4. User study

We designed a user study combining a controlled experiment and a semi-
structured interview. By providing participants with real recommendations, we
aimed to help them to form their opinion regarding experiment variables. Follow-
ing the homophily bias, we hypothesize that the lower the cosine distance between
the participant and the recommended person (i.e., the similarity of publishing
history), the more relevant and similar the recommendation would be perceived.

4.1. Experimental design

In the experiment, the computed cosine distance (content-based distance) is the
independent variable, represented as three groups of fellow academics – those
with low, medium or high distances. Thus, recommendations of other researchers
with high similarity (low distance), moderate similarity (medium distance) and
low similarity (high distance), with three recommendations from each group were
presented to the participants. The participants were not informed of the three
groups to avoid biased evaluation, and the presentation order of the altogether nine
recommendations was randomized. The evaluation inquired the participants’ per-
ceptions about the following dependent variables: relevance, similarity, familiarity
and willingness to interact.

4.2. Recruitment and participants

For the experiment, we recruited 18 English-speaking senior researchers who
work at two university campuses in Tampere, Finland. Following the assumption
that senior researchers often have more needs for finding collaborators, we limited
our scope to postdoctoral researchers, professors, or otherwise senior academic
positions. For the recruitment, we utilized various e-mail lists to reach relevant
faculties, departments, and research groups. In addition to offering the partic-
ipants a movie ticket for their participation, the recommendations of potential
collaborators were also marketed as incentives to take part in the study.
Overall, we had 13 male and five female participants, all based in either of the

two universities in the same city. Fourteen of them are Finnish, two Russians, one
British, and one Romanian. The ages vary from 32 to 66 (Median: 42, Mean: 45).
Seven of the respondents reported their current occupation as Senior Researchers,
six as Postdoctoral Researchers, four as Full Professors, and one as an Asso-
ciate Professor. The most frequent research interest of the participants included
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human-computer interaction (10), gaze technologies and interactions (7), wireless
technologies (6), interaction design and techniques (6), interfaces and information
systems (5), usability/user experience and user-centered design (5), telecommu-
nications and networking (5), virtual reality (3), wellness/health technologies (3).
Their academic experience varied from 10 to 46 years (Median: 19, Mean: 20.3).
Figure 3 illustrates the participants’ backgrounds and attitudes concerning

technology orientation, social openness, activity in networking, and breadth of
research interests. Along with the other background information, the figure
implies that the respondents represent what we would consider as typical com-
puter science scholars, being technically oriented and curious about research,
while displaying variety in their networking practices and interests.

4.3. Procedure and data gathering

The data gathering is comprised of three parts: (i) screening of suitable par-
ticipants based on their professional position and publishing history before the
experiment session. These data were used to prepare personalized recommenda-
tions for each participant. (ii) In the experiment session, the participant signed
a consent form by filling out an online survey, including also a background
questionnaire and numerical evaluations of each recommendation. (iii) The
experiment was followed by a semi-structured interview to gather qualitative data
about the participants’ choices and needs for collaboration. The whole study ses-
sion lasted from 40 minutes to 1.5 hours, depending on the time the participant

Figure 3. The overview the participants’ backgrounds and attitudes.
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took to get familiar with and assess the recommendations and how opinion-
ated and expressive they were in the interviewing part. All sessions were audio
recorded with the participants’ permissions.
Before starting the numerical evaluation, participants were given time to

explore all the recommendations and get a general overview of the alternatives.
The evaluation was constructed according to four variables (see questionnaire ver-
batim in Table 1): (i) perceived relevance from the perspective of current and
past research interests (Q1 and Q2), (ii) expected willingness to interact with a
recommended person in the context of a scientific conference, including six tra-
ditional collaborative activities (Q3-Q8), (iii) levels of perceived familiarity –
whether or not the user is familiar with the target person, with their research, or
with their co-authors (Q9-Q11), (iv) perceived similarity between the participant
and a recommended person (Q12). The variables were operationalized based on
the authors’ personal experiences and qualitative research insights on academic
collaboration and user experience evaluation. Originally over 20 candidate items
were assessed within the project team and with collaborators in an iterative fash-
ion, resulting in the included 12 items. After providing the ratings, participants
were asked to explain the scores and their reasoning behind them verbally. The
interview questions that are also presented in Table 1 were designed to obtain par-
ticipants’ rationale behind the scoring of recommendations as well as to reveal
needs and factors that affect decision-making in academic networking practices.

4.4. Data analysis

Tableau9 was used for analysis and visualization of participants’ background
information, and RStudio10 for statistical analysis and visualizing the scores in
multiple box plots. The experiment has a thrice-repeated within-subjects design
with nine categorical data points per participants. We utilized non-parametric
Friedman test (Sheldon et al. 1996) and post-hoc analysis with ‘Agricolae’
package11 in RStudio to identify a statistically significant difference between the
participants’ ratings of the three recommendations’ groups in all questions. To
avoid pseudo-replication, we calculated medians of scores given to each group of
recommendations. Thus, the input data for the Friedman test consisted of Partici-
pant ID, Similarity distance groups (Low, Medium, High) as factors, and medians
of scores as values.
As for the qualitative data, the audio recordings from each session were tran-

scribed and resulted in a text file for each participant (with Min 211, Max 1,373
and Median 690 words). The coding procedure consisted of two cycles includ-
ing elemental, axial and focused methods (Saldaña 2015). At the first cycle, we
applied structural coding that allowed us to group data under top-level categories
from interview questionnaire (see Table 1): overall impression, collaboration
needs, comments about recommended people and their content, essential factors
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Table 1. Online survey structure and questions verbatim.

Recommendations evaluation (Likert 7 point scale, 1: completely disagree, 7: completely
agree)

(Perceived Relevance) I consider this person is relevant to me from the perspective of:

Q1.My current research interests

Q2.My past research interests

(Willingness to interact) I consider this person is relevant to me for the following activities

at the context of a conference

Q3. Asking for advice

Q4. Giving advice

Q5. Sharing research results and/or ideas

Q6. Exploring joint research interests

Q7. Spending time at a conference together

Q8. Organizing a research visit

Which other activities would this person be interesting to interact with?

(Perceived Familiarity) To what extent are you familiar with this person?

Q9. I am familiar with the research of this person

Q10. I know by name some of the coauthors of this person

Q11. I know him/her in person

(Perceived Similarity) Q12. How similar to you do you find this person’s research areas?

Very different (1) - Very similar (7)

Interview questions

1. Please tell about your overall impression about the recommended people.

2. Could you please specify what kind of needs for collaboration you normally have?

3. Choose one the most relevant and irrelevant persons and briefly explain why you gave them the

scores you did.

4. About whom was it particularly hard to make an evaluation?

5. Which of the presented information about the recommended person do you consider

relevant/meaningful in professional matching?

6. What would other factors about the people be important when considering with whom to

collaborate?

7. Overall, how would you feel if a system like this gave you recommendations of whom to

collaborate with?

8. Would you prefer to receive automatic notifications during a professional event or look for

relevant people by yourself?
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Figure 4. The distribution of participants’ scores regarding perceived relevance
and similarity.

in social matching, attitudes towards ICT-mediated professional social match-
ing. Then, for the data in each category, we utilized line-by-line analysis and
deconstruction of data into emerging categories, which were further reconstituted
resulting in subcategories, linkages, and relationships. Finally, the focused coding
was applied to identify the most frequent codes and organize them into emerging
themes.

5. Results

We first report the quantitative and qualitative results on perceived relevance,
similarity, familiarity and willingness to interact. Then, we discuss the needs
and important factors in research collaboration, which might have affected the
participants’ decision-making on potential social interactions.

5.1. Perceived relevance and similarity

5.1.1. Quantitative findings
The participants evaluated the perceived relevance of given recommendations
from two perspectives (see Figure 4): relevance for current (Q1) and past research
interests (Q2). To summarize, the scores were found to be consistent with the
computer-defined cosine distance. The highest scores were given to the group of
recommendations with low distance, while those with the high distance generally
received the lowest grades. This indicates the prevalence of homophily bias (pre-
ferring most similar researchers) in this sample of participants. Nevertheless, the
data also reveals high ratings of perceived relevance for the group of recommen-
dations with low similarity. These matches have received scores of five and higher
(appears 16 times) that indicates some participants’ interest in dissimilarity and
openness towards new opportunities.
A Friedman test and post-hoc analysis indicated a statistically significant dif-

ference in the scores of each group of recommendations (see Figure 5). Ratings
of relevance for the past and current research interests demonstrated almost equal
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Distance groupQuestion
Low Distance

Medium Distance
High Distance
Low Distance

Medium Distance
High Distance
Low Distance

Medium Distance

Relevance fo past research interests (Q2) 

Similarity (Q12)

Relevance for current research interests (Q1) 

High Distance

Ranks Low Distance Medium Distance
47.5
35 <.01**

<.001***
<.001***

<.001***
<.001***

<.001***25.5 <.05*

<.01**

<.05*

50
34.5
23.5

52
32
24

Test Statistics
N=18,
Chi-Square=16.5
DF = 2, p<.001*** 

N=18,
Chi-Square=24.03
DF = 2, p<.001*** 

N=18,
Chi-Square=25,21
DF = 2, p<001*** 

Figure 5. Results of Friedman’s Test and post-hoc analysis. Significance codes:
0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05.

results, meaning that participants were consistent in their scores independently of
the temporal perspective.
The quantitative results of perceived similarity (Q12) also demonstrate the ten-

dency of a significant difference in given scores (See Figure 4). Accordingly,
matches with low distance are graded as most similar, matches with medium
distance as somewhat similar and those with high distance – least similar. This
consolidates validity of cosine distances and OTSU filter as a method for identi-
fying thresholds of three degrees of similarity. Friedman test results consolidate a
significant difference between recommendations groups (See Figure 5).

5.1.2. Qualitative findings
The verbal feedback about relevance and similarity is generally in line with the
quantitative results. To provide an overview of participants’ comments, we col-
lected illustrative examples in Table 2, sorted according to the three groups of
similarity distance. Although the participants were unaware of the three different
similarity distances, in their feedback they distinguish between different degrees
of perceived relevance by using phrases like ‘very/most relevant,’ ‘somewhat
relevant/not exact match’ and ‘irrelevant/totally irrelevant.’
Feedback about the outliers (in Q1 – 9 cases, in Q2 – 7 cases) – recommenda-

tions of high distance rated as relevant – has revealed that such recommendations
relate to participants’ current research interests with potential for future direc-
tions, or because of surprising topics appeared in their profiles. Such cases hint
about interest in dissimilarity and openness for new opportunities, as quotes 1 and
2 illustrate.

1)“(R8) This person has really interesting research topics. [...] I thought
it would be fun to get to know something else, something different from
my own research focus. I would definitely go to see their poster. Maybe it
would be interesting for my future research. This is an interesting and fun
recommendation!” (P1, 50 y.o., Finnish female, Post-doc)
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Table 2. Examples of participants’ verbal feedback about given recommendations.

Low distance (high simi-
larity)

Medium distance (moder-
ate similarity)

High distance (low simi-
larity)

(R2) I am familiar with this
person and his coauthors
but not in person because
I didn’t collaborate with
this Greek team directly.
However, I was reviewing
their publications, particu-
larly, the most recent paper
on the list. I consider this
recommendation is the most
relevant to me. I would
surely like to meet in person.
(P3, 32 y.o., Russian male,
Senior Researcher)

(R4) I guess this person
is some research leader or
professor. Some papers are
close to what I am doing, but
not an exact match. I would
probably find a lot of inter-
esting discussion with him.
He seems to be more expe-
rienced than me. There is
a clear shared interest. I do
not remember hearing about
him and do not recognize
any of co-authors. (P8, 33
y.o., Finnish male, Postdoc-
toral Researcher)

(R7) I have never seen
this person before. There
are thousands of young
researchers, I am not sur-
prised. I have no idea why
the system recommends me
this person because his top-
ics are totally different from
mine. I do not know any of
co-authors and topics do not
seem to be relevant. (P7, 56
y.o., Finnish male, Senior
Researcher)

P3 research interests:
wireless technologies,
telecommunication and
networking

P8 research interests:
Intenet-of-Things, wireless
technology, radio networks,
and positioning

P7 research interests:
Human-computer interac-
tion, VR, gaze technologies
and interactions

R2 research topics: wire-
less technology, cellular sys-
tems, sensor networks

R4 research topics: Neural
networks, stochastic decod-
ing

R7 research topics: Crowd
science, human-computer
interaction

2)“(R9) This person is from a different field, and the research has interesting
aspects. The last paper in the list is the most interesting: it is about something
similar we have been doing recently but not published yet! So, I have to check it
and maybe contact the authors.” (P2, 42 y.o, Finnish male, Senior Researcher)

Some participants also mentioned that their first impression about recom-
mended people had changed when they started to check the recommendation’s
profiles in details (see quote 3).

3) “That was a good idea that you gave me to check all recommendations first
because initial reaction was different, but when I started thinking and realized
that my first impression maybe was not correct. When you start thinking about
recommendations’ relevance further, there might be some changes. So some of
them are not that irrelevant as I thought at first.” (P16, 50 y.o., Finnish female,
Senior Researcher)

Hence, decision-making on perceived relevance was found to be influenced
by the participants’ estimation about how topics of recommended people match
with their own – whether they are similar, very different or complementary. In
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this regard, few participants addressed that evaluating the similarity between them
and the recommended people is a challenging task. First, they mentioned employ-
ing different scales of comparison (5 cases) – assessing a recommended person
from the perspective of all research fields in the world or specific focus areas.
The second factor refers to the temporal aspect (5 cases): as interests and research
directions tend to change, the evaluation of the similarity depends on the cho-
sen time frame. Participants also pointed out that the estimation of relevance and
optimal level of similarity for specific collaboration are context dependent (4
cases): some tasks would require cooperation with diverse people, while other
tasks benefit from similarity. Thus, when looking for candidates with a distinct set
of skills, people should also define shared interests or goals to make a prospec-
tive collaboration fruitful. Participants also acknowledged the possible adverse
effects of receiving recommendations of people who are very similar (4 cases).
For example, in a professional context, high similarity of interests might result in
competition, and social interaction with such people will require choosing specific
communication strategies.

5.2. Familiarity

5.2.1. Quantitative findings
Familiarity variable was evaluated from three perspectives: familiarity with the
research topics (Q9); recognizing some of the co-authors’ names (Q10); and
knowing the match in person (Q11). The Figure 6 depicts that the scores of
recommendations with a low distance in all questions are widely distributed,
while groups of the medium and high distances received mostly negative ratings.
According to scores distribution, participants are mainly familiar with the research
of recommendations and aware of many co-authors of recommended people in
low distance group. Besides, there are only a few people whom participants know
in person. The results of the Friedman test yield a statistically significant dif-
ference in given scores (see Figure 7). The post-hoc analysis reveals significant
variance only in groups of low vs. medium and low vs. high distances.
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Figure 6. The distribution of participants scores regarding perceived familiarity.
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Distance groupQuestion
Low Distance

Medium Distance
High Distance
Low Distance

Medium Distance
High Distance
Low Distance

Medium Distance

Familiar with co-author(s) (Q10)

Know match in person (Q11) 

Familiar with the research of a person (Q9) 
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Ranks Low Distance Medium Distance
48

32.5 <.001***

<.01**
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<.001***27.5 .1108
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.7048
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Test Statistics
N=18,
Chi-Square=21.26
DF = 2, p<.001*** 

N=18,
Chi-Square=12.04
DF = 2, p<.01** 

N=18,
Chi-Square=23.4
DF = 2, p<.001*** 

Figure 7. Results of Friedman’s Test and post-hoc analysis. Significance codes:
0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05.

5.2.2. Qualitative findings
In general, participants were positively surprised to see many unfamiliar people
in the list of recommendations and were happy to increase their awareness about
new researchers in related scientific fields (see quote 4 and 5). At the same time,
they appreciated receiving suggestions about people with established ties or well-
known figures and interpreted it as confirmation of the algorithm validity.

4) I think the 1st one was most familiar, he is a good match. For the others, I
started to wonder about their research topics. I tried to see co-authors identi-
fying relation to me and then to topics. I think it is good that the majority of
recommendations are unfamiliar because it is a people recommender system.
(P6, 35 y.o., Finnish male, Postdoctoral Researcher)

5) I was curious about why I do not know some of the people. I was trying
to analyze, and I think there might be a time delay in our academic activities
or maybe there is a gap regarding research communities. (P3, 32 y.o., Russian
male, Senior Researcher)

In the interview, participants addressed that already known people are less
exciting recommendations (quotes 6 and 7). Even though we intentionally filtered
out all the co-authors, the bibliographic data prevents understanding of the actual
social relationships between researchers. Thus, in some cases (9 recommenda-
tions out of 54), the system recommended people from very close social circles,
for instance, peers from academic projects or colleagues with whom one had not
co-authored publications but interact daily (quote 8).

6) “(R3) It seems like I know him. His areas of research match with mine, I
would say, by 90%. I know some of his co-authors even in person. This is the
most interesting recommendation but not surprising, because I know him and
even know his Ph.D. students.” (P5, 42 y.o., Finnish male, Full Professor)

7) “The first and last person in the list I already know. They are obviously
relevant recommendations. But the rest is more interesting because I do not
know them.” (P10, 40 y.o., Finnish male, Senior Researcher)
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8) “(R2) One interesting observation is that one of the recommended people is my
roommate. We have similar topics and plenty of other commonalities. We are
cooperating mostly by talking. I think, we have never written papers together,
but we have shared co-authors.” (P4, 56 y.o., Russian male, Senior Researcher).

5.3. Willingness to interact

5.3.1. Quantitative findings
Evaluation of the willingness to interact with recommended people reflects six
predefined scenarios of face-to-face interaction or follow-up collaboration at the
context of a conference (see Figure 8): (Q3) asking advice, (Q4) giving advice,
(Q5) sharing research ideas, (Q6) exploring joint research topics, (Q7) spend-
ing time together, and (Q8) organizing a research visit. The distribution of scores
demonstrates that participants seemed to have a very positive attitude towards
engaging in a low-threshold interaction like sharing research ideas, exploring
common research topics and spending time together, particularly with most simi-
lar people. Scores given to medium and high distance groups illustrate variance of
opinion with a neutral attitude on average. Interestingly, all the six interaction sce-
narios yielded very similar results, even in the more long-term follow-up action of
organizing a research visit. The results of the Friedman test (see Figure 9) depicts
a statistically significant difference in given scores only in groups of low vs. high
and low vs. medium distance.

5.3.2. Qualitative findings
In general, participants have diversified opinions regarding the estimation of
any interactions and follow-up activities. The majority of participants (12 cases)
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Figure 8. The boxplots visualize participants scores distribution about scenarios of willing-
ness to interact.
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Figure 9. Results of Friedman’s Test and post-hoc analysis. Significance codes:
0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05.

consider such social activities to happen naturally at conferences and do not nec-
essarily require high investments of time in collaboration. For some, it was hard to
envision willingness to interact with unfamiliar people based on papers titles and
topics of the research. Thus, some participants (8 cases) admitted that they would
like to learn more about a recommended person before taking any decisions on
social interaction. Some emphasize (5 cases) that even in a real context of visit-
ing the conference, it might be challenging to find relevant people in a crowd and
contextualized use of such recommender systems might simplify the process and
encourage social interaction with unfamiliar people (see quote 9).

9) “Such system should narrow the focus to serve specific purposes [...] I think
about a scenario where I am going to the conference, so then I can define ’show
me people who are relevant to this event’ and it would give me a sense of
community around it [...] After all these years you sometimes stand somewhere
in the corner of a conference hall not knowing anybody. Of course, I can start
communicating with random people, but it would be much more efficient if the
system can suggest already somewhat relevant people and provide with tickets
to talk.” (P11, 53 y.o., Finnish female, Full professor)

5.4. Needs and important factors in research collaboration

When specifying crucial needs for collaboration, participants mentioned differ-
ent activities. The most frequent reasons are understandable when considering
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senior academics: seeking academic and industrial partners for funding appli-
cations (appears in 12 answers) and knowledge sharing as the way of indirect
cooperation (12 answers, e.g., exchange of data or finding relevant publications in
the topic of interest). Some participants also pointed out a need for people with-
out conflicts of interest (5 answers) such as pre-examiners, reviewers, editors or
opponents, who are highly demanded and complicated to find. Another reason
was research mobility (5 answers), which calls for cooperation with particularly
international universities or companies.
Interestingly, whereas similarity was generally considered to be a significant

aspect, the above-mentioned collaborative relationships demand heterogeneity
of methodological skills, research areas, or social networks. The participants
also emphasized that needs for collaboration are occasional and it will be use-
ful to contextualize the recommender system to specific scenarios, for instance,
make it particularly location- and event-based or expert-finder. In their opinion,
this will ensure the reasoning for using a service and motivate to follow-up on
recommendations (see quote 10).

10)“I would be interested in such a system to explore people who are visiting
the same conference in advance and filter them based on similarity or relevance.
[...] It will help me to revise recommendations faster. Let’s say for the event-
based mobile application it will be great to inform me when a person visits the
event and recommend me to meet him there. If a notification to interact comes
in the middle of a street, then I doubt it will work. However, if it will happen
at the conference I, of course, will try to follow-up on recommendations.” (P8,
33 y.o., Finnish male, Postdoctoral Researcher)

The participants also specified factors that matter to them when seeking profes-
sional collaboration. First, the majority (14 replies) addressed the importance of
affiliation and the current position of candidates. From their perspective, it can tell
a lot about the seniority, availability, and potential interest of the people. Besides,
considering the relatively high migration of researchers to non-academic posi-
tions, it can indicate whether potential cooperators are still pursuing an academic
career. Furthermore, many factors can be implicitly obtained from publications.
For instance, the quantity, citation rates, and quality of papers might reveal infor-
mation about the maturity of a researcher, their topics of interests as well as
information about their community. For many (8 replies), these aspects play a
significant role when aiming to approach unfamiliar scientists (see quote 11).

11) “There are different influence groups with leading experts which are often
competitors. So, based on co-authors of a match in his publication lists I can
instantly interpret that he belongs to particular influence group. That can help
in decision-making whether to collaborate or not and carefully choose the
communication strategy.” (P5, 42 y.o., Finnish male, Full Professor)
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Discussion on seniority level brought out various opinions (7 replies). In
general, seniority plays a considerable role: for instance, in tasks that require
straightforward ability to make decisions (e.g., project planning) it is essential
to be in contact with mature researchers, while some practical implementa-
tions could be performed in cooperation with students (e.g., assisting a course).
Other scenarios might call for open-mindedness regarding this aspect, like in the
following example:

12) “The seniority level does not matter to me that much. Sometimes junior
people are more creative and innovative. [...] So we should never think about
seniority levels. More senior people might have much information, but at the
same time too narrow in their vision and interests. Of course, it depends: for
consultancy, I might prefer to contact senior people, while for generating new
ideas and brainstorming I will be more interested in collaborating with young
researchers.” (P15, 50 y.o., Finnish female, Senior Researcher)

Additionally, participants address the personal chemistry factor (7 replies),
specifically for cases of direct collaboration it might be crucial regarding the
efficiency of interpersonal relationships and teamwork (see quote 13):

(13) Chemistry plays a significant role – we need some basis for communica-
tion. It should be a person with whom it is nice to sit talk and drink coffee in
addition to work practicalities. (P15, 65 y.o., British male, Senior Researcher)

Thus, participants highlighted that this factor is highly demanded yet unfeasible
to be integrated into the system because in their opinion personality compatibility
can be assessed only after continuous interactions.

6. Discussion

While prior research has aimed at creating meaningful professional connections
with the help of people recommender systems, little attention has been put on eval-
uating the subjective perceptions of the recommendation relevance.We emphasize
that recommending is different from predicting new connections (McNee et al.
2006): to design services that can meaningfully enhance professional collabora-
tion, algorithms should go beyond reproducing or strengthening the typical human
bias.
In the following, we first summarize our findings and reflect on their novelty

and relevance. Next, we provide a discussion on limitations and future work.

6.1. Summary of the results

We presented the results of an experiment on computer science researchers’
preferences regarding potential collaborators of different similarity levels with a
DBLP-based recommender system. With 18 senior scholars in areas related to CS,
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we tested how the dependent factors of perceived relevance, similarity, familiar-
ity and willingness to interact are related to the independent variable of objective
similarity measurement in terms of publication history.
The findings reveal that (1) the homophily bias is evident also in scholars’

intuitive assessments of relevance and willingness to interact, and (2) there is
a mismatch between people’s intuitive choices and the deliberate intentions in
decision-making on potential collaborators.
Considering our first research question about which level of system-defined

similarity is preferred in participants’ evaluations, the findings demonstrate the
highest ratings for most similar people. Methodologically, the subjective eval-
uations of different similarity levels seem to consolidate the system design,
particularly the efficiency of the OTSU filter in identifying different levels on the
similarity–difference continuum. In other words, even the relatively simple ana-
lytics procedure with scarce data seemed to work sufficiently, and the publication
data represented the participants’ topics accurately enough. While the norm in
such data analytics tends to stress the need for Big Data (e.g., Hoang et al. 2017),
it appears that for people recommendations the systems could suffice with rather
simple datasets as long as the recommender engine logic is well designed. The
findings imply that the participants were able to retrieve useful suggestions and,
for the majority, the evaluation process with the operationalized variables was
straightforward.
Regarding the second research question about academics’ needs and expecta-

tions in professional collaboration, the results demonstrate that the optimal area
on the similarity-difference continuum highly depends on the type and context of
collaboration. For instance, crucial factors in direct cooperation, such as personal
compatibility and similarity of attitudes and beliefs, are not as emphasized in
short-term and indirect professional interactions (e.g., consultancy type of cooper-
ation) as in long-term collaboration. Furthermore, the nature of the collaboration
task might influence the perceived relevance of potential candidates, for example,
regarding the complementarity of professional roles, skills, and knowledge.
As a methodological contribution for studying user perceptions, we opera-

tionalized the concepts of perceived relevance, similarity, familiarity and will-
ingness to interact as subjective evaluation measures for the context of academic
collaboration. This helps to uncover some of the experiential aspects of these
concepts and quantitatively assess how individuals consider people recommen-
dations. To complement the reductionist measures, the qualitative findings reveal
more complex and nuanced aspects that should be addressed in the design and
evaluation of people recommendations for professional partnering.
Following the participants’ rationale about important factors in collaboration,

we propose that the diversity of recommendations in professional social matching
could be enhanced through several dimensions or criteria of relevance:
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– similarity in terms of background, attitudes, values, beliefs, goals and inten-
tions (e.g., research aims). Previous research addressed that similarity of
such qualities can raise cohesion or so-called ‘affinity’ (Moreland and
Zajonc 1982) in interpersonal relationships, and can even reduce adverse
effects of individual dissimilarities (Dong et al. 2016) in collaborative work;

– complementarity in terms of professional roles, skills, knowledge, and
social capital. In this context, complementarity is beyond pure diversity, as
discussed by Mitchell and Nicholas (2006). It should enable relevant oppor-
tunities for collaboration by identifying beneficial intersections between
individuals’ qualities;

– compatibility for direct cooperation in terms of being mentally, socially,
morally or emotionally close to each other. This aspect was partially empha-
sized by Bozeman et al. (2013), who define collaboration as a process of
knowledge production, in which compatibility of such qualities can establish
trustful, joyful and personally valued cooperation;

– approachability/logistics – the availability of a person for direct or indirect
interaction in terms of physical proximity as well as social and organi-
zational distance. This dimension echoes with ‘collaboration readiness’
conceptualized by Olson and Olson (2000), who calls for better technologi-
cal solutions to enable smooth communication and interaction practices for
distributed collaboration.

6.2. Limitations and future work

We selected a mixed-method approach to enable a broad understanding of our
research questions. By combining a controlled experiment with qualitative face-
to-face interviews, we intentionally limited the sample size and compromised
generalizability with deeper qualitative understanding. In the same vein, the par-
ticipants represent culturally the same geographical area, which means that the
generalizability of the findings to the general population of scholars is limited.
Nevertheless, our method allowed us to observe the decision-making process

on collaboration in the actual context of using a people recommender system.
Additionally, it helped to engage participants in the discussion on potentially rele-
vant partners concerning similarity, complementarity, and other essential qualities
or factors when seeking collaboration. We could not have elicited some of the
interview findings without having the task of evaluating the recommendations in
situ. In fact, our prior research experience suggests that qualitative exploration
of human needs, wishes, and expectations often benefits from providing a design
artifact that can help a participant to form opinions on abstract concepts and
speculated behavior.
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6.2.1. Data set limitations
The limitations on data set might explain some of the mismatches in participants’
quantitative and qualitative feedback on recommendations. A central limitation of
DBLP is that only the publication titles (without abstracts) are available, which
limits the content analysis and compromises the accuracy of the user profiles. For
example, some participants addressed that it was problematic to assess the rel-
evance of junior researchers who had a small number of papers (Min 3 in the
reported study). Limiting the data sample to only those who have extensive pub-
lication history would be advantageous for the accuracy of topic modeling and
providing comprehensive pictures of the assessed individuals. However, we inten-
tionally wanted to introduce both junior and senior researchers and reveal how
they could be appreciated in different contexts of cooperation, as well as evaluate
the role of seniority as a possibly influential factor in collaboration processes.
Another limitation of the DBLP data set is that it provides limited under-

standing to the social ties between researchers. Even though we excluded all
the co-authors of each participant from the recommendations, some were rec-
ommended people with whom they occasionally interact (9 cases out of total 54
recommendations). The proportion of very familiar people was relatively small,
so this can be argued to have an relatively small effect on the perceptions of the
system validity. By applying alternative data sources, if practically feasible, it
would be possible to implement more advanced analysis of social networks and,
thus, prevent recommending already known people.

6.2.2. Homophily bias
Even though the participants of the experiment were unaware of the similarity dis-
tance groups, the quantitative ratings of recommendations indeed demonstrated
the tendency of researchers preferring most similar people. Only a few par-
ticipants assessed recommendations with high distances as exciting, surprising
and worthy of exploration for potential follow-up. At the same time, the qual-
itative feedback provides evidence of aspects in a research collaboration that
require access to both similar and different others. In the following, we discuss
two possible reasons behind the apparent homophily bias, also related to the
methodological validity of the study:
(i) The evaluation was largely based on first impression. Studies on the cogni-

tive processes of choice (Kahneman 2003; Stanovich and West 2000) distinguish
between two modes influencing humans’ decision-making – so-called ‘system
1’ (effortless, intuition-based judgment) and ‘system 2’ (rational and reasoning-
based). In our experimental setup, it seems that most of the participants were
primarily relying on their intuition and did not engage in more rational or
reflective reasoning in their evaluation. Therefore, the first impression about
recommendations was likely driven by the homophily bias, thus explaining the
numerical evaluations. At the same time, after rationalizing the matter during the
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interview, and reflecting with specific practical collaboration scenarios, the partic-
ipants started appreciating different types of diversity between themselves and the
evaluated person. As for considerations for design, this finding calls for user inter-
faces that support reflection and multi-dimensional analysis of the collaboration
potential with a given recommendation. The current norm in recommender sys-
tems and leisurely social matching is based on hastiness: using simplistic profiles
and simple mechanisms for selecting or discarding recommendations. We argue
that such UI and interaction mechanisms do not fit with the goal of identifying
optimal academic collaborators.
(ii) Lacking a timely need for collaboration. At the moment of the experiment,

all of the participants were involved in research projects where the consortium
was already built, and they did not report having any urgent needs or require-
ments for finding new collaborators. Therefore, the estimation of relevance was
mostly formed according to their general picture of an ideal collaborator. Nev-
ertheless, the majority emphasized the occasional need to utilize such people
recommender systems for research networking and collaboration. This raises two
design considerations. First, this calls for user interfaces that support keeping
track of different types of collaboration needs in the often so scattered work of
academics; most simply, the user could be reminded about their different profes-
sional activities upon receiving a recommendation. Second, this calls for context
awareness (Mayer et al. 2015b) in timing the recommendation. For example,
rather than having separate services for professional matching, the recommenda-
tions could be tied to services that academics typically use to seek for suitable
collaborators.

7. Conclusions

We evaluated scholars’ perceptions of relevance about potential collaborators
representing different levels of similarity, utilizing a bibliography-based people
recommender system. We operationalized the concept of perceived relevance,
familiarity, similarity and willingness to interact within the context of evalu-
ating prospective collaboration. By showing how these variables match with
system-defined similarity in bibliography data, we revealed the asymmetry of
scholars’ intuition-based evaluation and their intentions. The quantitative results
demonstrated the effects of homophily bias (preference of most similar others)
to perceived relevance, while qualitative findings identify important factors for
collaboration that naturally require connection with people of complementary
expertise. Compared to the evaluation methods used in item recommenders, the
findings demonstrate that people recommender systems require more advanced
models and logics that go beyond predicting ties or optimizing for accuracy.
From cognitive psychology perspective, assessment of potential partnering with
recommended people is a complicated task that should not rely only on the
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first impression. Considering the long-term and reciprocal nature of professional
collaboration, social matching of scholars calls for domain-specific solutions.
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Notes

1 DBLP database – http://dblp.org/statistics/recordsindblp.html
2 TF-IDF is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect the importance of a

word to a document in a collection or corpus.
3 Cosine distance is a measure of angular similarity between two non-zero vec-

tors of an inner product space that measures the cosine of the angle between
them.

4 The DBLP dataset (2.0 G) can be downloaded from the official website –
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/

5 XML.SAX package provides a number of modules which implement the Sim-
ple API for XML (SAX) interface for Python – https://docs.python.org/2/
library/xml.sax.html

6 The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is a Python-based suite of libraries and
programs for symbolic and statistical natural language processing. Official
NLTK website – http://www.nltk.org

7 Scikit-learn is a tool for data mining and data analysis in Python – http://
scikitlearn.org/stable/about.html

8 Firebase is a mobile and web application development platform which
operates on Google infrastructure – https://firebase.google.com/

9 Tableau – a data analytics and visualization tool – https://www.tableau.com
10 An open-source integrated development environment for R, a programming

language for statistical computing and graphics – https://www.rstudio.com
11 Agricolae documentation – https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/

agricolae/versions/1.2-8
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